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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let Q be an open bounded domain in R*, let FE 9(&(Q)) and let g be 
a scalar function such that g E C3(R). Consider the canonical model 
u,t(x, t) = (A - 1) 4x, t) - F(u,( ., t))(x); x, tEQ=.Qx(O, co), 
4-G 0) = %l(x); 
4(x, 0) = u,(x); XEQR; u,EH’(Q); 24, EL*(R), 
(1.1) 
g (4 2) =g(h r)); x, tEx=rx(O, al). 
We assume that FE 2(,5*(Q)) is such that the solution to (1.1) with g=O 
decays exponentially to zero when t + cc in the energy norm of 
H’(Q) x L,(Q) (one can take, for example, viscous damping, i.e., F(z) = z). 
The main goal of the present paper is to prove, for a large class of pertur- 
batious g which are “small” at the origin, that the semilinear system (1.1) 
is exponentially locally stable in the same topology. 
It is well known, in the case of ordinary differential equations in R”, that 
in order to achieve local stability for a certain class of nonlinear perturba- 
tions it is sufficient o stabilize the linear part of the system. The -same 
conclusion can be obtained in the case of ODE in Banach spaces when 
(i) the nonlinear perturbation is represented by the action of the bounded 
operator, or (ii) the underlying semigroup is analytic (see [H, D-L]). The 
problem (1.1 ), however, does not belong to either of these categories as the 
underlying dynamics are of hyperbolic type and the nonlinear perturbation 
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g(u) enters the abstract semigroup model via an unbounded operator. The 
case of hyperbolic dynamics with nonlinear perturbations modeled by 
unbounded nonlinear operators was recently considered in [L]. There, 
under certain “trace regularity” assumptions imposed on the linear 
dynamics, it was shown that the exponential stability ofthe linearization is 
preserved for a rather large class of nonlinear unbounded perturbations. 
The approach of [L] allows, for example, the treatment of the wave 
equation with semilinear Neumann boundary conditions, but with the 
stabilizing feedback acting on the boundary rather than in the interior 
of the domain Q. More precisely, in CL] it was shown that if g is of the 
polynomial growth at infinity and g(0) = 0 with g’(z) + 0; z + 0 then the 
solution of 
u,, = Au; u(O) = Z+,E H’(Q); u,(O) = u, E L&22) 
au (1.2) 
- -u,+g(u) g- 
decays exponentially to zero in the norm of H’(Q) x L,(Q) for all initial 
data uO, u1 in some neighborhood of the origin. 
The presence of the boundary stabilizing feedback in (1.2) forces certain 
“trace regularity” properties of the solutions (URGE H’(C)) to the linear 
part of (1.2), which in turn allows for the application of abstract results of 
CL]. This is not the case for the model (1.1) when the stabilizing feedback 
F(u,) acts in the interior of the domain Sz as a bounded linear operator. In 
fact, in this case it can be shown that U, 1 r$ L,(C) and the linearization of
(1.1) does not possess enough regularity for the application of available 
techniques. The main source of the difficulty is the lack of sufficient 
regularity of solutions to the linear wave equation with nonhomogeneous 
Neumann data. In fact, standard hyperbolic theory (see [L-M]) provides 
us with the following result: the map g -+ U, where u is the solution to (1.1) 
corresponding to the Neumann data g, is continuous N’/*(C) + 
C[OT; H’(Q)]. Thus, by the Trace Theorem, U+ u(~ is continuous 
H’(Q)+H”2(r). On the other hand, in order to prove even local 
existence of the solutions to (l.l), one would need to apply some sort of 
the fixed point argument. This, in turn, would require that the map 
u -+ u I r + g(u ( ,-) -+ u be locally Lipschitz on H1 (Q) or u ( ,- + g(u ( r) locally 
Lipschitz on H l’*(f). But this requirement would force the linearity of g 
(see [A-P]). 
To overcome these difficulties, we shall use newly developed “sharp” 
regularity results for solutions of hyperbolic equations [L-T-l]. These 
results, combined with semigroup methods,-allow us to prove that the 
nonlinear system (1.1) is exponentially locally stable once its linearization 
with interior bounded stabilizing feedback is stable. 
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As a final comment, let us add that in the case when the nonlinearity acts 
upon the system via bounded operator, the system is locally stable once 
its linearization isexponentially stable-regardless of the nature of the 
feedback. The problem with unbounded nonlinearities appears to be much 
more sensitive tothe nature of the stabilizing feedback. In fact, if structural 
damping is present in the linear part, the underlying semigroup is analytic 
and standard results allow for a very large class of nonlinear perturbations. 
Similarly, boundary stabilizing feedback-unbounded by its very nature- 
changes the character and the regularity properties of the dynamics and 
again allows for the addition of uncontrolled boundary perturbations. The 
situation is more delicate when it comes to a bounded stabilizing feedback, 
where the regularity properties of the linear feedback problem are the same 
as for the original wave equation. Our findings, based on “sharp trace 
regularity” [L-T-l ] give the result when the dimension of Q = 2, but what 
happens if dimension of Q = 3 appears still an open problem. 
Our main result is formulated in the theorem below. 
THEOREM 1. Assume that the scalar ,function g(z) E C3(R) is such that 
(i) g(0) = 0 and g’(0) = 0. 
(ii) lg”(z)l <Clzl”+Dfor some s>O. 
Moreover assume that the solution U of (1.1) with g = 0 satisfies 
(iii) I$t)lHIcn,+ I~,(t)lL2(R)~Ce-“‘~‘Cluo/,~~,,+ l~,l~,~~,l, wb>O. 
Then there exists R > 0 such that for all uO, u, with luOl H,(nj + Iu, IL2(QJ < R, 
lf4t)l”%2) + lu,(t)l LZ(n)~Ce~““Clu,lHlcn,+ I&,QJ with w < wO. 
2. PRELIMINARY LEMMAS 
Let A be a generator of the semigroup eA’ on a Hilbert space H. Let U 
be another Hilbert space and let BE .Y( U + D(A*)‘) where D(A *)’ is the 
dual to D(A*) with respect o the H-inner product. In what follows we 
shall assume 
s b *eA*‘xI ‘, dt d C, IxI$ for all XED(A*), (2.1) 0 
where (B*x, u),= (x, Bu),; XED(A*); UE U. 
Remark 2.1. It is known (see [L-T-2]) that the condition (2.1) is 
equivalent o 
I(L CT l4L~(oT;u)~ O,<t<T, (2.1)’ 
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where 
Wu)(t) f j; eA(‘-‘)Bu(T) dt. 
The following lemma will be used in the sequel. 
LEMMA 2.1. Assume (2.1) and moreover assume that ear is exponentially 
stable on H, i.e., 
/earl 9(H, < Ce ~ M’*, t > 0. (2.2) 
Then 
b) ILul L*(Om;H) G c l4L~~o~;cw 
(ii) (LuJ C(Om;H) G c I4L2(Om;U)~ 
Proof of Part (i). 
eA(f-T)Bu(T) dz * dt 
H 
2 
eA(‘+nT-r)Bu(T) dz dt 
H 
r+nT 2 
eA(‘-‘)Bu(T) ds + eA(rfnT--r)Bu(r) dz dt 
f H 
’ eA(r-d~U(T) dT + ‘5’ !++ ‘jT eA(nT-r)~U(T + t) & 1: & 
j=o iT 
n-1 
s 
T eA(T-“Bu(s +jT+ t) dt 
2 
+Ce 
A(n- j- 1)T dt 
j=O 0 H 
(by the assumptions (2.1) and (2.2)) 
n-l 
I 
2 
GcT cwnT I~L~[oT;u,+ 1 Cw(n-j-l’T’ lUILZCjT+r;(,+l)T+r;U, dt 
j=O 
n-1 n-1 
+ sup 1 e-w(n-j-l)T C ,-~~(n-~~l)T~~~2 
L$~T+t,(/fl)T+r;Ul ’ 
O<rsT ,=o j=O I 
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Since cJn:d e -w(n-j- ljT< Co for all n, 
2 
eA(r-r)Bu(~) dT dt 
n-l 
ep2”‘“T IuI&oT;u, + sup C CwCn-jP l'TQj(t) , (2.3) 
o<r<7- j=o 1 
where 
and 
(2.4) 
From (2.3) and (2.4) we obtain 
eA(‘-T)Bu(~) dz ’ dt 
H 
<2TC, f ep2’“nT IuI Lz[OT;U] + SUP 2Tc, ,f C,,(t), (2.5) 
n =o Ogr<T fl=O 
where 
n-1 
C,(t)= C e -d-/-Wuj(t). 
j=O 
On the other hand by (2.4) 
,-w(n-i- l)Tuj(t) = f e-wnT 
n=O j=o n=J+l n=O 
which together with (2.5) leads to the desired conclusion of part (i). 
As for part (ii), it is enough to prove that 
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Let t E [nT; (n + 1) r]; n = 0, 1, . . . 
ILu(t)lH= y j^l.‘+1’Te”“~‘18u(r)di+~~Te”“-“Bu(r)d~lH 
,=o iT 
n-1 T 
a 
I[ 
eacr-’ -jT”Bu(r + jT) dz 
j=O O H 
I--nT 
+ 
Js 
eA(rpnT-r)Bu(~ + nT) dz 
0 H 
n-1 
61 e 
A(r-(j+ 1)T) 
I 
b=-“)Bu(~+jT)d~ 
j=O 0 H 
/I 
I--nT 
+ eA’r-nT-r)Bu(~ + nT) dz 
0 
The proof of part (ii) is thus completed. 
COROLLARY 2.1. Assume (2.2) and 
where CT E r x (0, T). Then 
lL4L*(ouc;w) + ILul C(Om;H) G c b’dW(~) 
The proof of Corollary 2.1 follows along the same lines as the proof of 
Lemma 2.1. Indeed, it is enough to notice that 
where cj = TX (jT; (j+ 1) T) and to repeat the arguments of Lemma 2.1 
with IuI,,[j~;(j+ 1)T;ul replaced by / u( HUcz,,). 
Remark 2.2. Notice that the same proof gives the result hat if 
ILUI C[OT;H] G c 14Lp~OT;U, 
and eAr is exponentially stable then 
ILUI Lp(Oa;H) d c 14Lp(Om:u). 
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Remark 2.3. One can raise the following open question: Assuming that 
IL4 L$OT;ff] 6 c IW L2[oT;u, ( instead of (2.1)), can we still conclude the 
assertion (i) of Lemma 2.1 (the answer is obviously yes if B is bounded)? 
Remark 2.4. There exists another proof of Lemma 2.1 (see [F-L-T, 
Lemma 5.2 and 5.221) somewhat simpler and based on duality (i.e., ituses 
(2.1) rather than (2.1)‘). This proof, however, does not seem to have a 
direct generalization toH”(C) spaces (see Corollary 2.1). 
LEMMA 2.2. Let g(z) satisfy assumption (ii) of Theorem 1 and let 
dim Q = 2. Let G(u) be the Nemytski operator associated with g(u) (i.e., 
(Gu)(x) =g(u(x))). Then for any 0 <E < 1 
G(X)CH”~-” 1 , 
0 
where Xz H’j2(C) n C[Oco; L,(T)] n L,[Ooo; L,(f)] and p = 2(s + l)/~. 
Proof: It is enough to prove that 
G(X) c H “2-“(oco; L,(T)) (2.6a) 
and 
G(X) c L,(Oco; H 1’2 -“(r)). (2.6b) 
Proof of (2.6a). By definition f the Sobolev space H1/2-E(0~; &(r)) 
we have 
cc 
IG(u)l~1/2~“C(o.,),~z(r)~ = o s s cc Ig(‘dt, .))-dU(G At,(r) o It-tJ2-2e dt dz. 
We write 
Ig(u(t, .))-I!?(4? x2,,, 
d s r Is’(ii(t, T, x))l’. lu(t, x)-u(z, x)l’dx 
(where ii(t, t, x) s (1 - Q) u( t, x) + Qu(r, x)) 
withl+l=l, q>l 
4 4 > 
G aI4 c[ooo:Lp(r),) lu(t) - U(~)l &r) - co l4t) - u(z)1 :*qm 
with p = 2q(s + 1 ), 
505/86/l-6 
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where we have used the estimate 1 g’(z)1 Q C, Iz( s+ ’ + C, which foll,ows 
from assumption (ii) of Theorem 1. 
Hence 
Since Xc L,(Oco; H”‘(T)) n H’“(Oco; L,(T)), by linear interpolation 
Xc HI/z-& (0~0; H”(T)). (2.8) 
On the other hand, by Sobolev Imbeddings 
, 
and 
Xc H’/2-” (2.9) 
From (2.9) and (2.7) applied with 4 = l/( 1-2s) > 1 and with 
co s C( Ilull c(o,no;Lp(TjJ where p = (s + 1)/s we obtain 
IG(u)l i~~~oa,;~~~r~~ 6 Co Iul x
as desired. 
Proof of (2.6b). 
IG(u)lt2(000;Nli2~E(T)) = jam u 
Id44 t)) -da, N12. & & & 
Ix- y\2--2& a2 
= s SJ’ lg’(fi(4 Y, t))12 ’ 0 l~(x,~)-u(~,~)12dxdL.dt I-XT Ix- )4-2& 
where 5(.x, y, t) = (1 - Q) u(x, t) + Qu(Y, t). 
By the Holder inequality 
114 
6 Ig’(W, Y, Q)l’“dx& df 
lu(x, t) - u(y, t)12” dx dy 1/Y 
Ix- yl(2-wq ) dt (with p=$--) 
30 
d C(l4 &Jo. 00 1, Lp(O 1s (j.l 
14x, t)-aJ, w--r)dXdy 
lx-Y12 > 
lPEdt 
0 rxr 
wherep=2q(s+l)=~(s+l) 
> 
G Co(l4x). jm Mt)l w(;,,9+,. 
0 
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Since 
which proves (2.6b). 1 
LEMMA 2.3. Let g(z) satisfy assumptions (i) and (ii) of Theorem 1. Then 
G(u) is Lipschitz continuous from X into H ‘I2 ~“(I) with Lipschitz constant 
L(lulx) where L(lu,l)+O when lulx+O. 
Proof It is enough to show that with p as in Lemma 2.2, 
lG(u) - G(u)l~1’2-“(oou;~z(r)) 
~L(l& I4x)[l~--vIffq~)+ lu--vl.[-om;Lp(T),l (2.10) 
IG(u) - G(~)l L7Jocx;H’J*-‘(r)) 
~L(blX? bl,Y)~ ClU--UlH’:q~)+ lU--lC~Occ;Lp,r),l (2.11) 
with L(lul,, IuJ,)+O when IuIx, Iu(~+O. 
Proof of (2.10). 
03 
= s s = Ig(u(t))-g(u(r))+g(v(~))-g(u(~))12,(,,dtdr. 0 0 lt-T12-2E 
On the other hand, 
s lg(u(x, t)) -g(u(x, t)) -g(u(x, T)) +g(u(x, ~111’ dx l- 
= s ylCu(x, t)-4x9 t)-U(X,TZ.)+4&~)1 
+(g;-g;)Cu(x,~)-~(~,~)ll~dx, 
where 
s 
1 
g; E g’[su(x, t) + (1 -s) u(x, t)] ds, 
0 
I 
1 
g; ZE g’[su(x, 5) + (1 -s) u(x, z)] ds. 
0 
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By the H6lder inequality applied with 
2 
IG(u) - G(u)1 Hw’(oa,;L2(i-)) 
1 
l/4 
X [(u-u)(x, t)-(u-~)(x,T)]~~.dx 
l/Y 
lu(x, z)-u(x, z)12”. )g;lzydx 
llq 
X lu(t, x) - u(z, x)1” + lo(t, x) - u(z, x)/24 dx I )I , (2.12) 
where 
‘Y-g;= i ; [g’(su(t,x)+(1-~)u(t,x))-g’(su(z,x)+(1-s)u(z,x))]ds 
= s l g”(c4u(t, x), et, x)4?xl, U(L xl)) 0 
. [s[u(t, x) - 4~ x)1 + Cl- s)Cu(t, x)- u(z, ~111 4 
where g;sg”(co(u(t, x), o(t, x), u(z, x), u(t, x))) and CO(CI, b c, d) stand for 
the convex hull of elements a, b, c, d. Hence 
IG(u) - G(u)1 ?~~~orn;~~~r~~ 
G CL-SUP I ‘d(t)l t,,,, . b - 4 ~“2-“(occ;L20(i-))l 
t>o 
+ sup Cl g;(tT z)l &I-) I(u - o)(t)l t&&r) 
t>o 
x Clul 2Hwyoao;L*q(r)) + I4b(Om;L2q(r))ll (with r = 4sq) 
G C,(lul c(om;L,(r))~ I4C OcD;L,~~~,)~ Iu - 42,~i~-~(om;L2q(i-) 
+ C2(l4 cCOm;L,(nl Iul CCOm;ur)l 1 
x Cl~l2H~:2-~(om;L*q(r)) + Iul 2H1/~-yom;L*cj(r)J Iu - 4 &om;L4q(r),. 
By Sobolev Imbedding, 
H’/2 
0 
1 c H”2pE(Om; H”(r))c H1’2-E(0co; L2,C1p2Ej(r)] 
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setting 4= l/( 1- 2s) > 1 gives 
IG(u) - G(~)IH’!~-“(o~~;L~(T)) 6 cl(I4c(om;L,(r))~ I4CCOm;L,(T~l). I~--UIffqn 
+ C,(lul C[Om;L,(r)]~ l4cCOm;L,ml) 
x (I4;1’.2(~,+ 14j&y2 I~--VICCOco:L2/r(r~,. 
Since r = 4sq = 2s/E < p, 
IG(u) - G(u)1 H’:2-“(omo:t2(r)) -r <UIUlr, I~I.x)~I~--vI.,~ (2.13) 
where 
~b.4~, 14~~aw4,, 14,)+c~b4,, 14~m4:+ i4Y. (2.14) 
By the virtue of assumption (i) in Theorem 1 we have 
C,(lu,l, I4x)+O when (uIx, lulx+O, 
By (ii) instead, 
Cz(bIx, Iul,)GM for (u(*, lujx bounded. 
Thus by (2.14) 
where IuJx, JuIx --) 0 which completes the proof of (2.10). 
The proof of (2.11) uses similar number arguments to those of (2.10) and 
of (2.6b), hence it is omitted. [ 
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
Consider the following nonhomogeneous boundary hyperbolic problem 
v,(x, t) = (A - 1) 4x, t) - F(o,(x, t)); x, tEQ,-f2xOT, 
u(x, 0) = 0, 
u,(x, 0) = 0, 
(3.1) 
au 
av, = g(x, I), 
x, teC.=Tx(O, T). 
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We shall represent he solution to (3.1) in the semigroup form. To this end, 
les us introduce the operators 
A: L2(f2) + L2(f2) given by Au= (A - 1)~; 
uED(A)= wz2(R);$ 
i I I 
=o . 
I- 
It is well known that 
D(A”) = P(Q); 2a-c 5. 
Let NE P7(L2(r) + D(A3’4PE)) be defined as 
Ng-u iff 
Av-v=O; 
a 
$lr=g. 
Let S(t)eY(D(A’)-+D(A ‘+li2)) and C(~)E Y(D(A”)) be the sine and 
cosine operator associated with A. The solution Y to (3.1) can be written 
in the form 
v(r)=!&-~)Fv~(z)dz+~~AS(t-z)Ng(z)dz (3.2a) 
0 0 
u,(t)=~‘C(t-z)Fu;(z)dz+&K(r-z)Ng(z)dz. (3.2b) 
0 0 
Notice that by the regularity of S(t), C(r), and N, v(t) is well defined in 
D(A ‘j4+&) and u,(t)~ (D(A1’4+E))’ w (H1/2+2E(SZ))’ where (A’)’ stands for 
the dual space with respect o the L,(Q) inner product. 
Using the notation 
&I= O z ( > A F: H’(B) xL,(!s) -+ H’(Q) XL,(Q) 
$#E ( > JN : L,(T) -+ HqQ) x(H1’2+2E(Q))’ 
we rewrite (3.2) as 
C(t) = (Lg)(t) = i,’ e.d(‘pr)3?g(~) dz, 
where tY( t )= ($,),). 
(3.3) 
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Since 527~ 2(&(Z) -+ D(A’14-“) x(D(A’j4+“))‘) and /‘E Y(D(Ali4-‘) 
x(D(A li4+‘))‘), (3.3) defines for any gEL,(C) an element fi(t)~H’/~-~~(Q) 
x(H l/2 +2”(q)‘. 
Since we are interested in more regular solutions (i.e., solutions) in 
(H’(Q)x(L,(Q)), we need to consider the operator L as acting on more 
regular spaces. In fact, from standard hyperbolic results (see [L-M]) it 
follows that 
LE Y(H”‘(&) + C[OT; H’(f2)] xC[OT; L,(Q)]). (3.4) 
The point we want to make here is that for the reasons explained in the 
Introduction of the paper the above regularity result is not sufficient for 
our purposes. We shall need stronger egularity properties of the map L. In 
fact, we have 
LEMMA 3.1 [L-T-l]. For any T>O, 
LEZ(H L’2-p(&) --f C[OT; H’(Q)] xC[OT; LJQ)]), 
where the value of p > 0 depends on the geometry of the domain 52, but in 
general we have & ,< p < a. 
By using the semigroup formula (3.3), the sought after solution a(t) 2 (i,) 
of (1.1) can be written in the form 
ti( 1) = eA’tio +
I 
’ eA(f-z)&ti(z) dz = e%, + L(&)(t), (3.5) 
0 
where (C%)(x) = g(u(x)r). 
Setting z? E tie”‘, 0 < 01 <w, from (3.5) we obtain 
fi( t) = ecA + “)‘fio + 
I 
‘e(R+Z)(I~;)Oel;e(e-*=L’) dz 
0 
= ecA +a)rtio + L,(e*‘G(ec”‘d))(t), (3.6) 
where L, is defined as in (3.3) with A replaced by A + cc 
To prove our theorem, it is enough to show that the integral equation 
(3.6) has the unique fixed point on C[Oco; H’(Q)] xC[Occ; L,(Q)]. In fact 
we shall prove that for all ri, subject o the conditions of Theorem 1, the 
map F-(c) defined as the right hand side of (3.6) has unique fixed point in 
the space E A B(R, 0) where 
Er C[Oco; H’(Q)] A L,[Oco; H’(Q)] xC[Oco; L,(Q)] n L,[Oc0; L,(Q)] 
and B(R, 0) denotes a ball in E with a radius R. 
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To accomplish this we shall use the results of Lemmas 2.1-2.3. In fact 
notice first hat if fir (~;)EE then or EH’,‘(C)~ C[Oco; H’(B)] and by 
the Trace Theorem, 
u,I~EH"~ 1 n C[Ooo;H1'2(T)] nL2[Oco;H'/2(ZJ]. 
0 
(3.7) 
By Sobolev Imbeddings we further have 
u,IrEH1'2 1 n C[Oco;L,(T)]nL2[Oco;L,(ZJ] 
0 
for any p>l. 
(3.8) 
Thus in particular 
Ulli-EX 
2(s+ 1) 
with p=- 
E 
and by the results of Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3 
e(E)cH”2-E 1 ) 
0 (3.9) 
6 is Lipschitz continuous from En B(0, R) + H 1’2-E(C) with a Lipschitz 
constant less than 1 if R is sufficiently small. From the result of Corollary 
2.1 applied with A, + a combined with the result of Lemma 3.1 we deduce 
that 
nL2[Oco;H1(Q)]xC[Oa3;L2(Q)] nL,COco;L,(Q)]). (3.10) 
Taking E < & (or E < p) and recalling that ecA+‘jr is exponentially stable, 
we conclude that 
LT(En B(0, R)) c En B(0, R) 
and Y is a contraction on En B(0, R). By the Fixed Point Theorem we 
obtain t? c E, hence the conclusion of the theorem. 
Remark 3.1. Notice that a similar argument applies to prove local 
existence of the solutions to (1.1) in the space H’(R) XL,(~) (without 
assuming that F is exponentially stabilizing feedback). To obtain contrac- 
tion, we take advantage of E in (3.9). This result should be contrasted with 
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the existence results of [L-S] proved under certain structural conditions 
imposed on g(u). 
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